Stardust

STARDUST
Stardust is a space-themed album that was recorded with the Roermond Symphonic orchestra and the mixed choir Canto Rinato.
Kerani, award-winning New Age pianist, keyboardist and composer,
is joined by a team of first rate musicians, among whom Terry Oldfield. Using ethereal sounds and special effects, Kerani draws
the listener into a “spacescape” to experience the music of this
superb album.”
Humans have been fascinated by the skies for all of civilization, and
have always asked the questions as to the meaning of the universe
and our existence. Since 1961, at the start of the “space race,”
innovations and journeys of outer space travel have made great
progress that has been crucial to mankind. As the human population
continues to grow, and pollution and global warming accelerate,
futurists continue to theorize about life on other planets. And
what are musicians if not futurists, pointing the way over the
horizon, whether it be the far-reaches of our galaxy, or the inner
recesses of our soul?
With this album, Kerani highlights that the earth is part of something much bigger than what we as humans can fathom.
The album opens with the title work, Stardust, which gives us a
taste of the expanse of the universe. The track opens with synthesizer sounds and piano, and as instruments are added, we are given
the feeling of being drawn through the “spacescape”. Track two,
Cosmic Sunrise, continues to open the soundscape to us, as if we are
experiencing the sun rising over the orbit of a planet.

Rosetta, Perpetuum Mobile, and Beyond introduce new characters
of the universe – and increase our sense of wonder. Beyond features extended flute techniques, played by Terry Oldfield, that
add to the otherworldly feel of the album. The Next Step is a
more rhythmic track, bringing a new feeling of hope to the listener. Infinity brings a fresh sound: the voice, vocalizing and mixing
with the synthesizer – perhaps signaling the possibilities beyond
what humans can fathom. Gravity – comes next – an epic track that
feels like something out of 2001: A Space Odyssey or a similar film.
Worlds Unknown and Stars bring us into uncharted territory and
renders a feeling of optimism: Stars brings a new, pop/New Age/
classical fusion feel that imbibes the listener with hope of a new,
and better life, beyond Earth. In this, one can hear ties to other
great artists that were fascinated with space, like Sun Ra.
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Multi-GRAMMY & Latin GRAMMY Award Winning producer
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STARDUST
“The amazing thing is that every atom in your body came from a
star that exploded. And, the atoms in your left hand probably
came from a different star than your right hand. It really is
the most poetic thing I know about physics: You are all stardust. You couldn’t be here if stars hadn’t exploded, because
the elements - the carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, iron, all the
things that matter for evolution - weren’t created at the
beginning of time. They were created in the nuclear furnaces
of stars, and the only way they could get into your body is if
those stars were kind enough to explode […] The stars died so
that you could be here today.”
- Lawrence M. Krauss, theoretical physicist and cosmologist
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COSMIC SUNRISE
“Rays were blazing through the atmosphere of the earth, the
horizon became bright orange, gradually passing into all the
colours of the rainbow: from light blue to dark blue, to violet
and then to black. What an indescribable gamut of colours!”
		- Yuri Gagarin, Russian Soviet cosmonaut (1934-1968)
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ROSETTA
“Rosetta has entered the history books once again. Today we
celebrate the success of a game-changing mission, one that
has surpassed all our dreams and expectations. Rosetta’s
achievements will now remain for posterity and be used by
the next generation of young scientists and engineers
around the world.”
Erwin Gielen

Davinia van der Zee

- Johann-Dietrich Wörner, Director General at ESA (2016)

PERPETUUM MOBILE
“One day, man will connect his apparatus to the wheelwork of
the universe [...] and the very forces that motivate the planets
in their orbits and cause them to rotate will rotate his own
machinery.”
- Nikola Tesla, Serbian engineer and physicist (1856-1943)

Kerani is a Belgian born composer, arranger, and new-age
keyboardist of Hungarian and German descent. She writes
instrumental music that is often described as complex,
sophisticated, and carefully crafted, with classical influences. Kerani’s natural gift for melody and counterpoint,
based mainly on themes of exceptional eloquence and emotive power and supported by matching resources in harmony and orchestration, makes her music appealing to the
public. Kerani creates musical storytelling that captures
people, places, moments in history and passionate feelings.

Arno Op den Camp is a Dutch musician, sound designer
and recording engineer who has produced over 500
albums with numerous artists, choirs, (big) bands and
orchestras from all over europe. He is known for his
refined and high quality productions which he is able
to deliver thanks to his technical expertise and background as a classically trained pianist. Arno runs a
recording and production studio with his partner
Kerani in the south of the netherlands.

BEYOND
“Not only are we in the universe, the universe is in us.
I don’t know of any deeper spiritual feeling than what
that brings upon me.”
- Neil deGrasse Tyson, astrophysicist, cosmologist

Solo Musicians
Piano, synthesizers (and vocals on “Stars”) - Kerani
Solo vocalist - Davinia van der Zee
Violins - Wilfred Sassen, Siana Dragneva
Viola - Joanne Wigmans
Cello - Joep Willems
Silver flute - Terry Oldfield (“Beyond”)
French Horns - Lars Wachelder, Cleo Simons
Guitars - Romain van Beek
Drums - Erwin Gielen
Drum tuning & percussion - Bob Kessels
Orchestra
THE NEXT STEP
“The next step is to reach beyond the bounds of Earth’s orbit.
I’m excited to announce that we are working [..] to build new
habitats that can sustain and transport astronauts on longduration missions in deep space. These missions will teach us
how humans can live far from Earth - something we will need
for the long journey to Mars.”
			 - Barack Obama, 44th President of the USA

Roermonds Orkest “De Symphonie”
conducted by Christiaan Janssen
Recorded at St Ursula’s Chapel, Roermond, march 2017
Choir
Gemengd Vocaal Ensemble “Canto Rinato”
conducted by Anton Kropivšek
Recorded at Kerani Music Studio, Stein, April 2017

INFINITY
“I imagine that when we reach the boundaries of things set for
us, or even before we reach them, we can see into the infinite,
just as on the surface of the earth we gaze out into immeasurable space.”
			 - Georg Christoph Lichtenberg (1742-1799)

Instrumentation
Grandpiano

Steinway & Sons, D-274
Keyboards

Yamaha Motif XS8
Roland Juno 6 (1982)
Roland A-800 Pro
Instrument Plug-ins

Kontakt 5 libraries
8DIO Hybird Tools,8DIO Lacrimosa,Action Strikes,Aeris,Arpology,Atlantica,Epica,
Ethera,EthnoWorld 6,Evolve,Gravity,Hollow Sun,Orchestral Brass,Spitfire AlbionOne,Spitfire Percussion Redux, Strummed Accoustic,Substance, Symphobia 1 & 2

VST Plug-ins
Addictive Drums,D16 Group LuSH-101,Daichi Synth 1,Korg Monopoly,NEXUS-2,
Padshop Pro,Rob Papen,Predator 2,U-HE Diva,Vacuum Pro,Xfer Records Serum

Microphones

Neumann U87, KM140 & Røde K2 Tube
Preamps

Neve 4081 & Audient ASP-880
Interface

RME-FireFace 800, Focusrite Saffire Pro
Daw

Steinberg Nuendo7 & Presonus Studio Pro 3.3,
Running on Windows 7, 6 Core-i7, 2TB m2/SSD
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Randall Davis - The Creative Service Company, Colorado

GRAVITY
“Because there is a law such as gravity, the universe can
and will create itself from nothing.”
- Stephen Hawking, English physicist, cosmologist

www.kerani.nl

